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Beware of laws against unification. Don’t get duped foolishly by division. Division is a 
tool of control. Be it by individual or by group-thinking. Don’t get duped.

The worst that could happen to the so-called powers-that-be, is transparency and 
solidarity against suppression; against pointless and stunting division. 

Division is a tool of control. “Divide, then conquer.” Whenever divided, then conquered. 
Beware of those who emphasize division as their method of control. 

How can over 90% of the American public be for stronger gun control qualifications, yet 
nothing gets past our so-called “Congress”? How can over 80% of NRA-related spouses 
be for stronger gun control qualifications, yet nothing gets passed in their own NRA?

Follow the money. Not in the sense of corruption as much as feeding one’s family with a 
legal job. Even most gun store owners do not like the idea of mental health conditions 
being mixed with guns. Even NRA-related children get needlessly shot. Why?

Because the American populace has been poisoned into believing the story of the 
Duopoly. Don’t get duped. There are plenty of us who agree laws should be changed to 
strengthen basic qualifications for gun ownership, and any weapons in the future. Most 
people complain about gun control, but have no idea what to do first when a gun goes 
off, let alone if someone gets shot. Our public response can be better, everywhere. 

Sad and angry are those poisoned by the illusion of division. Suppressed and 
conquered are those who believe in pointless divisions, especially in areas where we all 
agree upon something.

Keep your Congress loyal to the Public Trust. 

Keep your Congress accountable and wise from all angles.

Create and innovate new and thoughtful ways to improve our Constitution. No longer 
rooted in the nature of fear, but strengthened by the roots of the original inhabitants of 
all lands, and how they thrived together in abundant energy.

Stronger together than divided. In Good We Trust.
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